Cerner EMR Viewer
The place to view historical patient records

Soarian Clinicals is targeted to be decommissioned on May 8, 2018

The Cerner EMR Viewer should be the application used to view historical patient results. To access see the instructions below.

Why are we decommissioning Soarian Clinicals?
- Some servers are 2003 and are a security risk
- Data stored in Soarian Clinicals is available in the EMR viewer
- The Hardware/Storage space is needed for other systems
- Soarian Storage - 10,251 GB
- Storage cost deferment - $205,020 (savings built in 2018 budget)

If you need help finding information in the EMR Viewer please contact the Provider Support Team:

General Hospital 388-6300,    Memorial Hospital 388-6400,    WCH 388-7300,
TV Hospital 757-5431,        Ambulatory 388-1200